Enabling MR Imaging in the Same Position as Treatment
INSIGHT™ Overlay and Coil Holders are designed to enable MR imaging in the same position as treatment. The Insight MR Overlay thin design positions the patients closer to the scanner coils for improved MR imaging. At 6.1 kgs (13.5 lbs) the lightweight design makes it easy to remove and install for variety of imaging setups. The Varian Exact® Indexing notches at 70 millimeters provides more flexibility for indexing positioning accessories.

INSIGHT™ MR OVERLAY

INSIGHT™ MR Overlay mounts to compatible Siemens® MAGNETOM™ Aera™, Skyra™, Vida™ and Sola™ table tops allowing the use of MR compatible patient positioning devices during MR scanning for radiotherapy. The INSIGHT™ MR Overlay is compatible with Portrait™ head only S-frame thermoplastic masks.

INSIGHT™ MR Coil Holders

INSIGHT™ MR Coil Holders are intended to position body and head coils allowing the patient to undergo imaging in the same position as that of the treatment position. Coil holders are available for Siemens® MAGNETOM™ Aera™, Skyra™, Vida™ and Sola™ scanners using the Flex 4, Body 6, and Body 18 coils.

Please contact Qfix® for more details on compatibility with Siemens® MR Systems.